With individual classes and two certificate options to choose from, our Accounting Program offers comprehensive training options that will help take your career to the next level. Taught by professionals in the industry, our courses provide UC-quality, real-world education you can use immediately in your job.

- **Experienced instructors**—Learn from current and veteran accountants, auditors and CPAs
- **Practical training**—Class projects and case studies provide dynamic education in theory, best practices and legal considerations
- **CPA exam**—Thinking about taking the CPA exam? Our courses count towards CPA academic requirements
- **Built for working professionals**—Online courses and streamlined certificates maximize your learning potential in a minimal amount of time

For more information or to enroll

cpe.ucdavis.edu/accounting

“If I had to do it again, I’d choose UC Davis Continuing and Professional Education. No question”

—Terri Taylor, Accounting certificate graduate

**Industry Facts**

“The mean wage for accountants in the state of California is $88,130.”

—Bureau of Labor Statistics

Want to learn more about our Project Management program?

Talk to an enrollment coach!

**Cathy Zhao**

(530) 752-9046

EMAIL ycazhao@ucdavis.edu

SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION calendly.com/cathyyzhao
Choose Your Certificate

**Accounting Principles Certificate Program**
Looking to start a new career in accounting or build on your skills? Our Accounting Principles Certificate is designed for early-career and entry-level professionals who want to learn basic accounting for business, and teaches job-ready accounting principles and best practices.

Each course in this certificate is worth 4 units of academic credit and 40 CPE hours. Please note that Principles of Financial Accounting is a prerequisite for taking other courses in this program.

**Required courses**
- Principles of Financial Accounting
- Intermediate Accounting: Part 1
- Intermediate Accounting: Part 2
- Principles of Cost Accounting

**Accounting Specialist Certificate Program**
Designed for those with aspirations to progress in their accounting career or sit for the CPA exam, the Accounting Specialist Certificate teaches advanced skills. Acquire a deeper understanding of the principles and practices of accounting and financial analysis and prepare to take your career to greater heights.

Please note that Principles of Financial Accounting is a prerequisite for taking other courses in this program.

**Required courses**
- Accounting for Governmental and Nonprofit Organizations
- Auditing
- Financial Statement Analysis
- Ethics in Accounting
- Individual Income Taxation

For more information or to enroll
[www.ucdavis.edu/accounting](http://www.ucdavis.edu/accounting)

“These courses supplied a strong foundation to advance my career. They fit perfectly into my life as a parent and working professional.”

—Elvamae Bolano, Accounting Program student

---

**Accounting Principles Program at-a-Glance**
- 4 classes, 12-15 months to complete
- Online
- $875 per course
- Entire program: $2,992-3,520

**Accounting Specialist Program at-a-Glance**
- 5 classes, 15-18 months to complete
- Online
- $880 per course
- $3,740-4,400 for full certificate

**FAST TRACK**
LEARN AND SAVE!
Our Accounting Principles and Accounting Specialist Fast Track certificate format is a convenient way to focus your training and advance your career.
- Preferential course enrollment status
- Save 15% with pre-pay pricing
[www.ucdavis.edu/accounting](http://www.ucdavis.edu/accounting)